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Abstract 
Semi-artificial photosynthetic systems have opened up new avenues for harvesting solar 
energy using natural photosynthetic materials in combination with synthetic components. 
In this work, we report a new, semi-artificial system for solar energy conversion that 
synergistically combines photoreactions in a purple-bacterial photosynthetic membrane 
with those in three types of transition metal-semiconductor Schottky junctions. An 
optically transparent film of a common transition metal interfaced with an n-doped silicon 
semiconductor exhibited an in-plane potential gradient under illumination when its surface 
was partially shaded by a multilayer of highly-absorbing membranes from a 
photosynthetic bacterium capable of generating a photocurrent. Electrical connection to 
a transparent front electrode was enhanced using a biocompatible thixotropic gel 
electrolyte that permeated the membrane multilayer. In-plane potential gradients in the 
range of 0.08 to 0.3 V synergistically enhanced charge transport in the system, driving a 
strong and steady photoelectric current of up to 1.3 mA cm-2. 
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Introduction 
Tapping sunlight economically and efficiently for diverse applications is one of the 

grand challenges of this century. With new developments in materials and methods for 
the conversion of solar energy into electric power and chemical fuels, photovoltaic and 
photoelectrochemical technologies are rapidly progressing and are believed to be key to 
sustainably overcoming the terawatt energy challenge the world currently faces1, 2.  The 
field of solar energy harvesting, previously dominated by inorganic materials, has in 
recent times witnessed the rapid ascent of organic materials in device designs3. In 
particular, much of the progress in this field has been driven by bio-inspiration with 
nature’s photosynthetic apparatus as a model material4, 5, 6. The aim of exploiting nature’s 
designs for the harnessing of solar energy has attracted considerable efforts in the areas 
of artificial photosynthesis7, 8, bio-photovoltaics and bio-electrochemical cells6, 9, 10, 11. The 
‘biomimetic solar cell’, an application long-sought-after, aims to mimic the architecture of 
nature’s reaction centre (RC) and light-harvesting (LH) complexes in a fully artificial 
photosynthetic device for direct ‘solar electricity’ generation12. Although the basic design 
principle of a dye-sensitized solar cell comes closer to this idea13, it is undeniably far from 
having any structural similarity with photosynthetic proteins, and developing 
supramolecular solar cells with artificial RCs14 or other protein-mimics has been extremely 
challenging15. Alongside the development of artificial photosynthetic systems, there have 
also been attempts to directly employ natural photosynthetic materials such as bacterial 
cells16, 17, 18, pigment-proteins19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 and membranes25, 26 as photoactive 
components for both direct electricity generation and fuel molecule synthesis.  

While on the one hand fully artificial photosynthetic systems lack the nanoscale 
architectural sophistication found in natural photosystems, on the other hand natural 
photosystems are not always sufficiently robust or efficient outside their native 
environments. These and other factors limit the performance of a device employing solely 
natural or artificial materials as the photoactive component27. Bridging the two 
approaches, the idea of semi-artificial photosynthetic systems is now gaining attention as 
it offers advantages over purely artificial or biological systems27, 28. The concept has 
already shown signs of success in fuel generation by photoelectrochemical water 
splitting29, 30. Direct electric current generation has also been studied in a wide variety of 
bio-hybrid devices, combining different photosynthetic microorganisms16 17, 31 and 
enzymes/proteins19, 20, 21, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43 with diverse synthetic materials 
including bulk-semiconductors44, 45, semiconductive nanowires46, 47, quantum dots48, and 
plasmonic metal nano-structures40, 49. Despite progress in this area a photo-electric 
synergy between synthetic and biological components has not been fully established. 
Unlike the simple additive effect of photocurrent enhancement seen, for example,  in bio-
hybrid tandem cells50, a synergistic effect that yields a photocurrent that is more than just 
the sum of photocurrents from the individual photoactive components is a possible 
advantage of a semi-artificial photosynthetic system.  

In this work we demonstrate the generation of a high electric current in a 
synergistic, semi-artificial photosynthetic system comprising a multilayer of membrane 
fragments from a purple photosynthetic bacterium that partially covers a Schottky junction 
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formed at the interface of a transition metal and a semiconductor. Central to the synergy 
displayed by this system is the optical generation of an in-plane potential gradient in the 
metal layer that greatly enhances photocurrent generation by the natural membranes 
(Figure 1). In-plane electric fields have recently been found to be vital in controlling and 
manipulating the dynamics and distribution of photoexcited charges in doped 
semiconductors51. In the present case the in-plane potential gradient gives rise to 
increased directional charge transport between electrodes facilitated by the 
photosynthetic membranes and a permeating gel-phase electrolyte. Kelvin Probe Force 
Microscopy (KPFM) is used to characterise light-induced surface potential shifts in the 
membrane multilayer and in three types of Schottky junction formed between n-doped 
silicon and copper, nickel or molybdenum. Based on the in-plane potential gradient 
established beween different areas of these metal/Si Schottky electrodes on illumination, 
a proof-of-concept “Bio-Schottky cell” is constructed employing a bio-compatible 
thixotropic gel electrolyte which generated a stable electric current of up to 1.3 mA cm-2. 
To our knowledge, this is the highest photocurrent reported for any biohybrid device 
based on exposure of the purple bacterial photosynthetic apparatus to standard 
illumination. 

 

Results 
Establishment of an In-plane Potential Gradient on a Bio-Schottky Electrode 

To demonstrate the feasibility of using photosynthetic membranes to form a Bio-
Schottky cell we first examined the individual photoresponses of the membrane and 
Schottky junction components (see Materials and Methods). For the former a highly-
absorbing film was formed by drop-casting 10 µl of a concentrated solution of membrane 
fragments on a glass substrate and partially drying under vacuum. This process did not 
change the absorption characteristics of the membrane film compared to membranes in 
solution, confirming that the Rhodobacter (Rba.) sphaeroides RC-LH1 complexes that 
made up these membranes were structurally intact (Figure S1A, Supplementary 
Information). Atomic force microscopy of the resulting film surface (Figure 2A) showed 
a non-uniform topology that included areas displaying ring structures of the expected 
diameter for Rba. sphaeroides RC-LH1 proteins (≈13 nm), consistent with a multilayer 
film formed from randomly-deposited membrane fragments. The surface potential of a 
40,000 nm2 area of the film was then mapped using KPFM either in the dark or when 
illuminated by white light (20 mW cm-2). The shift in surface potential on illumination was 
characterized from the change in contact potential difference (VCPD) between the film and 
a Pt-Ir probe of known surface potential (Figure 2B). Under either illumination condition 
the surface potential map was non-uniform (Figure 2C,D), consistent with the non-
uniform nature of the membrane fragment multilayer (Figure 2A). In the dark, the contact 
potential difference was distributed around  ≈810 mV (Figure 2C,E), but when illuminated 
this distribution shifted by ≈30 mV (Figure 2D,E). This and other (see below) illumination-
induced surface potential shifts were quantified as the separation between mode values 
of the VCPD distributions measured under dark and illuminated conditions (Figure 2E). 
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This change can be attributed solely to the photoactivity of the RC-LH1 complexes in the 
photosynthetic membranes (blue electrons in Figures 1A and 2B) as they were the sole 
photoactive component in this partial system. Information on the structure of RC-LH1 
complexes and the mechanism of photochemical charge separation is given in Figure 
S1B,C Supplementary Information. 

KPFM was also used to examine the photoactivity of fabricated Cu/Si, Mo/Si and 
Ni/Si substrates (see Materials and Methods). For all three the interface of the metal and 
the semiconductor was confirmed to be a Schottky junction from its current-voltage (IV) 
profile (Figure S2, Supplementary Information). Example surface potential maps 
recorded for 60 s in the dark and 60 s under illumination are shown in Figure 3A-C; these 
produced light-induced surface potential shifts (mode-to-mode) of 275 mV for Cu/Si, 200 
mV for Mo/Si and 85 mV for Ni/Si. The statistical range of the light-induced surface 
potential shifts from repeat measurements of the three types of Schottky electrode is 
presented in Figure 3D. The Cu/Si system produced an average surface potential shift 
of 256 mV and a maximum mode-to-mode shift in an individual measurement of 310 mV 
(Figure S3A, Supplementary Information). To our knowledge, light-induced surface 
potential shifts reported for metal thin films to date have not previously exceeded 220 
mV52. 

The surface potential shift displayed by these Schottky electrodes can manifest as 
an in-plane potential gradient if a light-intensity gradient is induced on the metal surface. 
As concentrated photosynthetic membranes are highly absorbing, deposition of a thick 
film on part of a Schottky electrode should shade that region from photoexcitation, 
producing distinct zones with different surface potentials under illumination (Figure 3E). 
Such composite membrane/metal/semiconductor electrodes were fabricated by drop-
casting and vacuum drying a membrane film on part of the metal surface (see Materials 
and Methods) and the potential difference between coated and uncoated zones 
measured under illumination (Figure 3E). The maximum in-plane potential gradients on 
the Cu, Mo and Ni electrodes were 218 mV, 95 mV and 14 mV respectively (Figure 3F), 
their sizes following the same dependence on metal type as the surface potential shifts 
measured using KPFM.  

 

Enhanced Charge Transfer by Thixotropic Electrolytes 

To build a Bio-Schottky photoelectrochemical cell a quasi-solid-state electrolyte 
was developed to connect the currents generated by the photosynthetic membrane and 
Schottky junction systems to a transparent aluminium-doped zinc oxide (AZO)-glass 
counter electrode. To form a solid-state electrolyte interface with a thermally labile 
material such as a photosynthetic membrane is challenging as most electrolyte matrices 
require heating to a temperature above 80 °C for liquefaction before adding to the 
photoactive layer to form a solid-state interface on cooling. As such heating would 
damage photosynthetic proteins and membranes a thixotropic electrolyte was developed 
that could be liquefied at room temperature by sonicating, and which solidified on resting. 
This was based on succinonitrile (SN), a plastic crystalline material53 that has been used 
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as a matrix for electrolytes in solid-state photovoltaics and batteries54, 55. SN is typically 
liquefied by heating, but in a recent report SN doped with a disulfide-thiolate redox couple 
was found to liquify by a mechanical stimulus at room temperature20. In the present work, 
gels formed from simple mixtures of SN and water were also found to exhibit thixotropy.  

The phases formed by mixtures of water:SN varying from 1:100 to 7:100 (v/v) are 
illustrated in Figure 4A. At 1:100 or lower the mixture was solid and could not be liquefied 
by sonication at room temperature, whilst at 6:100 and above the mixtures were liquid at 
room temperature. Intermediate compositions were a gel at room temperature but 
transiently underwent a thixotrophic conversion to a liquid in response to sonication. From 
rheological measurements it was found that the higher the volume of water in the gel, the 
lower was its viscosity both in the solid and liquid states (Figure 4B). The shear strain 
required for the solid-to-liquid phase change decreased with increasing water content 
(Figure S4 in Supplementary Information) with the practical consequence that the 
sonication time required to effect the phase change also shortened (Figure 4C).  

Mixtures with water:SN ratios ranging from 2:100 to 4:100 were used as the 
electrolyte matrices as they formed relatively stable gel phases that, unlike the 5:100 
mixture, were not prone to turn liquid in response to gentle vibration. Ubiquinone-0 (Q0) 
was used as the electron transport mediator and was suffused into the liquid-state of the 
sonicated gel to a final concentration of 80 mM (Figure 4D). Q0 is a water-soluble 
analogue of ubiquinone-10 which is the natural electron acceptor for the RC-LH1 
complex. The resulting formulations remained thixotropic and exhibited good reversibility 
between the solid and the liquid states (Figure S5, Supplementary Information).  

To apply the electrolyte, 5 µl of sonicated Q0-SN was deposited on the membrane 
film partially covering a Schottky electrode. The sonicated electrolyte, being initially in a 
liquid state, soaked into the air-dried photosynthetic membrane film and within a few 
minutes of rest formed a stable solid-state interface for connection of the membrane 
multilayer to a counter electrode. To verify that the Q0-SN gel was performing the role of 
an electrolyte, KPFM was applied to a film of membranes mixed with Q0-SN electrolyte 
on a glass substrate. A surface potential shift of 43 mV was observed under illumination 
(Figure S6, Supplementary Information), significantly higher than the 30 mV shift 
obtained in the absence of the electrolyte (Figure 2E). This was consistent with charge 
movement by the electrolyte under illumination.  

KPFM was also applied to membrane films coated on Schottky electrodes (Figure 
5A) either without (Figure 5B,C) or with (Figure 5D-F) the Q0-SN gel. The average 
illumination-induced surface potential shift for several Cu/Si electrodes with Q0-SN (159 
mV – Figure 5G) was almost double that seen when the electrolyte was absent (83 mV). 
Thus both the absolute level of surface potential shift and the enhancement caused by 
the electrolyte was geater when membranes were coated on Cu/Si than on glass (Figure 
5G). Measurements on a 200 x 200 nm area of membrane/Q0-SN composite film coated 
on Cu/Si gave an illumination-induced surface potential shift of 174 mV (Figure S7 
Supplementary Information) which was in reasonably good agreement with the in-plane 
surface potential gradient of 218 mV determined for a partially membrane-coated Cu/Si 
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electrode (Figure 3F). Similarly, the microscopic surface potential shift of 105 mV 
observed for a membrane/Q0-SN composite film coated on Mo/Si (Figure S8A-C 
Supplementary Information) was in good agreement with the measured in-plane 
potential gradient of 95 mV for a partially membrane-coated Mo/Si electrode (Figure 3F). 
This showed that the surface potential shift measured for the Bio-Schottky electrode 
system was a function of both the type of underlying Schottky electrode and the presence 
of the Q0-SN mediator (Figure 5H).  

To rule out the possiblity of any individual photo-electric contribution from the metal 
surface, independent of the Schottky junction, the surface potential of a membrane/Q0-
SN composite film coated on a Cu foil surface was also examined (Figure S9, 
Supporting Information). A surface potential shift of 50 mV was observed on 
illumination, close to that obtained with the same composite film on glass (Figure 5G).  
This demonstrated that a large surface potential shift could only be obtained when Cu 
formed part of a Schottky junction capable of generating an in-plane surface potential 
gradient (Figure 5H).   

 

Synergistic Photo-electric Effect in Bio-Schottky Cells 

Photocurrent generation by complete Bio-Schottky cells with a transparent AZO-
glass counter electrode was measured under white light illumination (Figure 6A). Cells 
based on Cu/Si electrodes generated the highest photocurrent density in the range of 
1.13 mA cm-2 to 1.32 mA cm-2, followed by Mo/Si cells with 0.9-0.94 mA cm-2 and Ni/Si 
cells with 0.7-0.74 mA cm-2, in accord with the trends seen for the light-induced surface 
potential shifts (Figure 3D) and in-plane potential gradients (Figure 3F). A control cell 
with a Cu/Si Schottky junction and electrolyte but no photosynthetic membranes 
generated a negligible photocurrent of ≈0.005 mA cm-2, proving the key role played by 
the photoproteins in photocurrent generation (Figure 6B). Photocurrents generated by 
the Bio-Schottky cells were also significantly higher than those obtained from cells in 
which the Schottky junction was replaced by an ohmic contact between Cu and an FTO-
glass substrate (0.2 mA cm-2 - Figure 6B). In contrast to the sharp photoresponses 
displayed by the Bio-Schottky cells (Figure 6A,B), these bio-hybrid “non-Schottky” cells 
displayed a slow photocurrent increase upon ‘light ON’ and a gradual current decay upon 
‘light OFF’ (Figure 6C). This can be attributed to sluggish charge transport in the absence 
of an in-plane potential gradient to provide a strong driving force for electron flow.  

To check the maximum photocurrent generation possible with just a standalone 
Schottky junction without any electrolytes or photoproteins, the Cu/Si system was tested 
as a conventional Schottky junction solar cell with one device terminal attached to the Cu 
and the other to the n-Si. These “non-bio” Schottky cells generated a maximum of 0.3 mA 
cm-2 when illuminated through the metal film and around half of this when illuminated from 
from the n-Si side (Figure 6D). Thus, as illustrated in Figure 6E, the photocurrent 
produced by the Bio-Scottky cell was more than twice the sum of the photocurrents 
produced by a non-bio Schottky cell and a bio-hybrid non-Schottky cell, a synergistic 
effect achieved by combining the photosynthetic membrane/electrolyte component with 
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the Schottky junction component to harness the in-plane potential gradient between the 
two. 

 

Discussion 
Most metals will form a Schottky contact with n-Si as a result of the band-bending 

in the semiconductor, producing an energy barrier at the metal/semiconductor interface 
characterised by a Schottky barrier height (SBH). This barrier is typically overcome by 
photon irradiation enabling electron injection from the semiconductor conduction band to 
the metal, and Schottky junction solar cells have been developed based on this concept. 
In the Bio-Schottky cells described here, the band structures of two distinct zones are 
relevant to the working mechanism of the device. In  ‘Zone 1’ (Figure 7A) the Schottky 
junction electrode is shaded by a thick, optically-opaque membrane multilayer film that 
prevents photoexcitation of the underlying semiconductor. This leaves the surface of the 
metal film at its ground-state potential as there is no injection of electrons from the n-Si 
conduction band into the metal. In Zone 2 (Figure 7B) the lack of a membrane film means 
that almost 80% of the incident light reaches the Schottky junction inducing 
photoexcitation of the n-Si. Under continuous illumination, as photoexcited electrons keep 
accumulating in the conduction band of the n-Si, those near the barrier with sufficient 
kinetic energy (known as “hot electrons”52) jump into the metal layer, increasing its surface 
potential. The continuous nature of the two zones results in a lateral surface potential 
gradient which drives a flow of electrons from the zone of higher surface potential to the 
zone with lower surface potential (Figure 7C). 

The overall mechanism of photocurrent generation by a Bio-Schottky cell is 
summarised in Figure 7D. When the device is illuminated the membrane-embedded RC-
LH1 photoproteins in Zone 1 and the Schottky junction in Zone 2 simultaneously undergo 
photoexcitation to create a pigment excited electronic state in the former (P*) and hot 
electrons in the latter (rainbow arrows). Charge separation in the photoprotein (dotted 
arrows) leaves a positive charge at the special pair of bacteriochlorophylls (P+) and a 
negative charge at the ubiquinone (QB-) (see Figure S1C in Supplementary Information 
for details). The Q0-SN electrolyte shuttles the electrons from the QB- site to the AZO 
electrode (blue arrows). The photo-oxidized P+ in the photoprotein is reduced by electrons 
from the outer circuit reaching the Schottky electrode in Zone 1 and by photoexcited 
electrons in Zone 2 of the Schottky electrode that flow down-hill into Zone 1 (dark blue 
arrows). The photogenerated electrons at the Schottky electrode also are transported to 
the front electrode directly by the electrolyte, adding to the photocurrent (Figure 7D, 
green arrow). 

Surface potential shifts dependent on illumination intensity have recently been 
established in Au/Si and Pt/Si Schottky systems52. The present work used more abundant 
and lower cost transition metals, and achieved, in the case of Cu, a higher in-plane 
potential gradient. In addition aluminium-doped zinc oxide was used as a transparent 
conductive coating for the front electrode, enabling the fabrication of a 
photoelectrochemical cell without the use of precious or low-abundance metal 
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components. Intact membranes were employed as the biological component rather than 
the purified proteins used in our previous work on photosynthetic multilayers20; this 
simplified biochemical purification and avoided the use of expensive detergents, greatly 
saving on both production time and cost. To increase the density of charge separating 
RCs in the Rba. sphaeroides membranes, genetic engineering was used to remove the 
normally-dominant LH2 light harvesting protein, and the PufX protein was also removed 
to maximise the size of the LH1 light harvesting protein within each RC-LH1 complex56. 
The latter change also converted the morphology of the photosynthetic membrane from 
the spheres seen in the presence of LH2 and the long tubes seen in its absence to flat 
sheets in which RC-LH1 complexes were arranged in hexagonally-packed arrays57, 
enabling the preparation of membrane fragments with good access for a permeating 
mediator to either side of the membrane. Finally, electrical coupling to either electrode 
was enhanced using a gel electrolyte that could be suffused through the membrane 
multilayer in a non-damaging manner through a sonication-induced phase-change. The 
role of this electrolyte was critical in effectively transporting the photogenerated electrons 
from the photosynthetic proteins and the underlying Schottky electrode to the AZO-glass 
front electrode, forming a potential difference across the device similar in magnitude to 
that of the in-plane surface potential gradient. 

In summary, we demonstrate the construction of a semi-artificial photosynthetic 
system that exploits an in-plane surface potential gradient to generate a high electric 
current in response to solar illumination. This combination of natural and synthetic 
photoactive components exhibited a synergistic photo-electric effect with a current output 
as high as 1.3 mA cm-2. Photocurrents reported so far from biohybrids based on purple-
bacterial photosynthetic systems have typically been in the range of tens to hundreds of 
microamperes and have never exceeded 1 mA cm-2 under standard illumination. In 
addition to the high performance, this semi-artificial system casts new light on combining 
well-studied inorganic systems with natural photosynthetic systems using biocompatible 
fabrication procedures. Besides its application in biohybrids, the effect of the in-plane 
surface potential gradient should have wide applicability in other optoelectronic and 
photovoltaic devices involving light-intensity gradients. 
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Methods 
Biological Material 
Photosynthetic membranes were prepared from a strain of Rba. sphaeroides lacking the 
peripheral LH2 light harvesting complex and the PufX protein50, 56. Bacterial cells were 
grown under semiaerobic conditions in the dark and harvested by centrifugation58. Cells 
resuspended in 20 mM Tris (pH 8.0) were lysed in a Constant Systems Cell Disruptor, 
unbroken cells removed by centrifugation (18,000 rpm, 4°C, 20 min) and membrane 
fragments isolated on one step density gradients formed from equal volumes of 40 % and 
15 % (w/v) sucrose in 20 mM Tris (pH 8.0) that were ultracentrifuged at 38,000 rpm and 
4°C for 20 min. Membrane fragments accumulated at the gradient interface were diluted 
in 20 mM Tris (pH 8.0), pelleted by ultracentrifugation (38,000 rpm, 4°C, 20 min) and 
resuspended by homogenisation in a minimal volume of 20 mM Tris (pH 8.0). The final 
concentrated solution had an absorbance at 875 nm of approximately 200 absorbance 
units cm-1 and was aliquoted and stored at -80°C until use. The membrane fragments 
contained the PufX-deficient RC-LH1 complex as the sole photosynthetic protein. 
 
Schottky Electrode Fabrication 
Precleaned n-type silicon wafers (prime grade, 525 μm thick, 3 cm2 in area) were coated 
with Cu, Mo, or Ni by using magnetron sputtering to an approximately equal thickness (≈ 
13 ± 2 nm) producing an optical transmittance of 80 ± 3%. 
 
Electrolyte Preparation and Rheological Measurements 
Succinonitrile was heated to 80 °C and gels with different volume fractions of water were 
prepared by adding water to molten succinonitrile before cooling to room temperature. 
The gels exhibiting thixotropy (i.e. those with a water:SN volume ratio between 2:100 and 
4:100) were sonicated for less than a minute to liquefy the gel. Ubiquinone Q0 was added 
to liquified gels with stirring at room temperature to a concentration of 80 mM. All 
thixotropic gels returned to the solid form within one hour of resting at room temperature. 
Rheological measurements were conducted using a MCR 702 TwinDrive Rheometer 
(Anton Paar). 
 
Device Fabrication 
A 10 µL aliquot of concentrated membrane solution was drop-cast onto part of a metal-
coated n-type Si wafer and vacuum dried to form a patch of ~3 mm in diameter with a 
maximum thickness of 300 µm and 0 % transmittance. The Q0-SN gel electrolyte was 
liquefied by sonication and 5 µL was added to the membrane film and allowed to soak in. 
The electrolyte was allowed to rest for 15 minutes at room temperature to ensure a solid-
state interface between the membranes and the electrolyte, after which an AZO-coated 
glass electrode was placed on top to form the final cell.  
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Microscopic Surface Potential Scans 
Surface potential scans were carried out by KPFM using a Dimension Icon microscope 
(Bruker Nano Surface, Santa Barbara, CA). An amplitude modulation mode was 
employed to obtain a high signal-to-noise ratio and measurements were performed in a 
dual pass mode to eliminate topography effects. Pt/Ir coated SCM-PIT probes (Bruker) 
with an applied bias were used to probe the surface potentials of the metal and 
photosynthetic membrane films. Illumination-induced surface potential shifts were 
determined from changes in the contact potential difference (CPD) between the tip and 
the sample with and without illumination from a tungsten-halogen lamp with an incident 
light intensity of 20 mW cm-2.  
 
Electrical Measurements 
Photocurrent measurements were carried out using a Keithley K2450 source meter. 
Illumination was provided using a tungsten-halogen lamp providing an incident light 
intensity of 100 mW cm-2, approximating to 1 sun illumination, applied to an area of 4 
mm2. 
 
 
Data availability 
All relevant data will be made available upon reasonable request. Requests for data 
should be addressed to S.C.T 
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Figure 1: Schematic of a Bio-Schottky electrode. A metal/n-Si Schottky junction electrode is partially 
covered by a highly-absorbing film of Rba. sphaeroides photosynthetic (PS) membranes containing RC-
LH1 complexes. Electrons and holes generated as a result of charge separation in the RCs are shown in 
blue/cyan and electrons generated in the Schottky junction are shown in red/yellow. The Schottky 
electrode surface exhibits a lateral potential gradient between exposed and covered areas. 
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Figure 2: Topological and photo-electric characteristics of the photosynthetic membrane film: (A) AFM 
topography of a drop-cast and vacuum-dried film of RC-LH1 photosynthetic membranes. Arrows indicate 
circular features of diameter consistent with RC-LH1 complexes. (B) Schematic of surface potential 
characterization of photosynthetic membrane multilayers using KPFM with in-situ illumination. In reality 
the orientation of membrane fragments will be random within the multilayer film. (C-D) Contact potential 
difference map of a membrane film in the dark (C) and under illumination (D). (E) Histograms of contact 
potential difference measured over the 40,000 nm2 area. A shift of 30 mV occurs upon illumination, 
measured between the mode values of the two distributions (dotted lines). In (A), (C) and (D) the scale 
bars represent 40 nm. 
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Figure 3: Characteristics of Schottky electrodes. (A-C) Change in contact potential difference on 
illumination measured over an area of 40,000 nm2 by KPFM for (A) Cu-coated n-Si, (B) Mo-coated n-Si and 
(C) Ni-coated n-Si. (D) Mean illumination-induced surface potential shift for the three electrodes; the data 
points are averages of individual mode-to-mode potential shifts from at least three measurements with 
error bars representing the standard error. (E) Schematic of measurement of an in-plane surface potential 
gradient after coating part of the metal surface with a photosynthetic membrane film. (F) In-plane 
potential gradients in the dark and in the light for the three partially-coated Schottky electrodes.  
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Figure 4: Synthesis and characterization of thixotropic gel electrolytes. (A) Addition of small volumes of 
water to molten succinonitrile (SN) followed by ambient air cooling produced mixtures that were either 
fully solid, liquid or underwent a thixotropic solid ↔ liquid phase transition by sonicating and resting. 
Mixtures with a water:SN volume fraction ranging from 2:100 to 4:100 were fully phase-reversible. (B) 
Viscosities of the thixotropic mixtures in the solid and liquid states. (C) Sonication times and shear strains 
required for liquefying the thixotropic gels; the sonication times are the average values from three 
replicates with error bars representing the standard error. (D) Q0-SN electrolyte gels with a stable solid 
phase; Q0 had a final concentration of 80 mM. 
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Figure 5: Role of the electrolyte in enhancing light-induced surface potential shifts. (A) Schematic showing 
the surface potential characterization of a Cu/Si Schottky photoelectrode partially coated with a 
photosynthetic membrane film with or without an electrolyte. (B) KPFM map showing change in contact 
potential difference for the surface of a membrane patch (without electrolyte) on a Cu/Si substrate upon 
illumination; scan area: 40,000 nm2. (C) Histogram of contact potential difference over the scanned area 
showing a mode-to-mode shift of 93 mV upon illumination. (D-E) KPFM maps of a membrane/Q0-SN 
composite film on a Cu/Si electrode showing the surface potential in dark (D) and under illumination (E). (F) 
Corresponding histogram showing a mode-to-mode shift of 162 mV on illumination. (G) Mean surface 
potential shifts in different photoelectrodes with and without Schottky junctions and electrolyte; the data 
points are averages of mode-to-mode potential shifts from at least three measurements with error bars 
representing a standard deviation.  (H) Schematic showing the generation of an in-plane potential gradient 
and its translation across the device as a result of charge transport through the membrane multilayer by the 
electrolyte. In (D) and (E) the scale bars represent 40 nm. 
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Figure 6: Photocurrent generation by Bio-Schottky and control cells. (A) Photocurrents from Bio-Schottky 
cells in response to ~20 s light-on/light-off cycles (timing of light-on/light-off is shown for the Cu/Si cell). (B) 
Photocurrents from Bio-Schottky cells compared to a control Cu/Si cell without the photosynthetic membrane 
film and a control “non-Schottky” cell where the Schottky junction was replaced by Cu/FTO-glass substrate. 
(C) The small photocurrents in the cell lacking the Schottky junction showed slow rise and decay times. (D) 
Photocurrents from a “non-bio” Schottky cell illuminated either from the Cu or n-Si side. (E) Summary of the 
synergistic effect seen with the Bio-Schottky cells of combining the metal/n-Si Schottky junction with the 
membrane/Q0-SN multilayer. 
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Figure 7: Proposed mechanism of the Bio-Schottky Cell. (A) In coated areas of the metal thin film an opaque 
multilayer of photosynthetic membrane absorbs all incident light and prevents the photoexcitation of 
underlying n-Si, such that electrons in the metal surface layer remain in ground state. (B) In uncoated areas 
photo-excited electrons are injected from the conduction band of the semiconductor into the surface metal 
thin film. (C) A Schottky electrode partly coated with an opaque layer of photosynthetic membrane with an 
equal area exposed to light has a surface potential gradient that drives a down-hill electron flow. (D) Energy 
level diagram corresponding to the working mechanism of the Bio-Schottky cell. The Q0 electrolyte is held in 
an SN plastic crystalline matrix and facilitates electron transfer across the RC-LH1 membrane multilayer. 


